CALLS FOR
155
SERVICE
WATCH COMMANDER: Neat

REPORTS
WRITTEN

12

TRAFFIC STOPS

40

BAKER ACTS

1

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

BurglaryVehicle

19- 31777

Laramie Drive

BurglaryVehicle

19-31769

Bud Hollow Dr

BurglaryVehicle

19-31755

Bud Hollow Dr

Agg Battery
w/ Deadly
Weapon

19-31760

Rolling Fern Dr @
Roller Ln

Stolen tagrecovered

18-45146

E Moody Blvd

Baker Act

19-31808

Freemont Turn

V1 reported that someone entered her unlocked vehicle between
2200 on 04/02/19 and 0800 on 04/03/19. Missing was about $40 in
change and 2 phone charges.
V1 and V2 reported their vehicles were entered sometime after
2:00AM on 4-3-19. They advised they noticed the burglary earlier
in the day, but waited until they got home to report it.
V1 reported his neighbor contacted him reference their vehicles
being burglarized over night (FCSO Case #19-31769). Justin
checked his surveillance footage, and observed an unknown subject
enter his unlocked vehicle in his driveway at approximately 2:45AM
on 4-3-19. Justin advised no itewms were taken from within his
vehicle, and the subject fled the scene, when he noticed the
camera. Email sent to TIPS for an ATI. Report by D/S Cowan.
RP called to advise he located a 2 YOA child running in the street in
the area. While Deputies were responding, S1, arrived on scene in
her vehicle stating she was the mother of the child and grabbed the
child from the RP/victim. The victim was attempting to take
photographs of S1 vehicle, and S1 put her vehicle in reverse and
turned toward the victim, intentionally striking him. S1 then fled
the scene, when the victim advised he had called law enforcement.
DCF was contacted and responded at approximately 4:00AM.
Deputies responded to the residence and made contact with S1.
She was placed under arrest at that time, reference Agg. Battery
w/ a Deadly Weapon and transported to FCIF without incident.
Round Lake PD in Illinois recovered IL tag G273233, on an
abandoned vehicle, and secured the tag in their evidence,
reference RLPD case number 19-00321.
Juvenile taken into protective custody for a Baker Act and was
transported to CTTU.

DATE: 4.3.2019

